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Founded in 1986, the National Ethics Committee (NEC) of the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) is an interdisciplinary group authorized by the Under Secretary for Health through the National Center for Ethics. The NEC produces reports on timely topics that are of significant concern to practicing health care professionals. Each report describes an ethical issue, summarizes its historical context, discusses its relevance to VHA, reviews current controversies, and outlines practical recommendations. Previous reports have been useful to VHA professionals as resources for educational programs, guides for patient care practices, and catalysts for health policy reform. Scholarly yet practical, these reports are intended to heighten awareness of ethical issues and to improve the quality of health care, both within and beyond VHA.
Executive Summary

This report addresses the difficult situation in which a patient or surrogate decision-maker wishes that cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) be attempted even though the physician believes that resuscitation efforts would be futile. In this situation, is it ever ethically permissible for a physician to write a “do-not-resuscitate” (DNR) order?

In 1995 the Veterans Health Administration National Ethics Committee (NEC) issued a report entitled Futility Guidelines: A Resource for Decisions about Withholding and Withdrawing Treatment. This report did not, however, comment specifically on how futility might apply to DNR orders. The current report extends and updates the previous report by presenting an overview of current controversies surrounding the issue of DNR and medical futility, discussing the complex medical, legal and ethical considerations involved, then offering recommendations as a guide to clinicians and Ethics Advisory Committees in resolving these difficult situations. This report is advisory only, and in no way changes or transcends current national Veterans Health Administration policy on DNR.

Although a clear consensus on this issue has yet to emerge, there has been a distinct trend in recent years away from attempts to define medical futility and toward resolving conflicts through a “procedural” approach. A wide range of health care institutions, professional organizations, and at least one state legislature has endorsed this sort of approach.

The NEC agrees that conflicts over DNR orders and medical futility should not be resolved through a policy that attempts to define futility in the abstract, but rather through a predefined and fair process that addresses specific cases. To protect patients and assure that physicians do not misuse their professional prerogatives, the process should include multiple safeguards, as outlined in this report. Entering a DNR order over the objection of a patient or surrogate should be reserved for exceptionally rare and extreme circumstances after thorough attempts to resolve disagreements have failed.

Current national VA policy constrains physicians from entering a DNR order over the objection of a patient or surrogate even if the physician believes CPR to be futile. The NEC recommends that national policy be changed to reflect the opinions expressed in this report.
Introduction

Patients in the United States have a well established right to determine the goals of their medical care and to accept or decline any medical intervention that is recommended to them by their treating physician. But do patients also have a right to receive interventions that are not recommended by the physician? This question takes on added significance for one intervention in particular – cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) – because forgoing CPR is almost always associated with the patient’s death. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation is also unique among medical interventions in that it is routinely administered in the absence of patient or surrogate consent. Current Veterans Affairs (VA) policy requires that CPR be attempted on every patient who suffers cardiopulmonary arrest unless a doctor writes a “do-not-resuscitate” (DNR) order in advance. Yet success rates from CPR in certain patient populations, such as patients with acute stroke or sepsis, are exceedingly low. In certain cases, the likelihood of benefit may be so low that some physicians would consider CPR to be futile on medical grounds.

The purpose of this report is to consider the difficult situation in which a physician proposes to write a DNR order on the basis of medical futility even though the patient or surrogate decision-maker wishes that CPR be attempted. Although these cases are relatively rare, they are a very common source of ethics consultation and are difficult for clinicians, patients, and families alike. In its 1995 report, _Futility Guidelines: A Resource for Decisions about Withholding and Withdrawing Treatment_, the VA National Ethics Committee (NEC) addressed the general topic of futility. In that report the NEC determined that futility was essentially impossible to define, and recommended an orderly procedure for approaching futility-related disputes. The report did not, however, comment specifically on the question of how futility might apply to DNR orders.

In the five years since the _Futility Guidelines_ report was issued, ethical and legal standards on this issue have evolved. The current report extends and updates the previous report, reflecting growing support for procedural approaches to cases involving DNR and futility. The NEC offers this report as a guide to clinicians and Ethics Advisory Committees in resolving these difficult situations. This report’s recommendations in no way change or transcend current national VA policy on DNR.

Definitions

CPR refers to the emergency medical protocol used in an attempt to restart circulation and breathing in a patient who suffers cardiopulmonary arrest. As explained in a guide written for patients and families, “CPR may involve simple efforts such as mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and external chest compression. Advanced CPR may involve electric shock, insertion of a tube to open the patient’s airway, injection of medication into the heart, and in extreme cases, open chest heart massage.”

Although the definition of CPR seems straightforward, the precise meaning of DNR orders is subject to interpretation and varies from institution to institution. Some facilities, for example, require separate orders for different elements of CPR. Clinicians sometimes interpret a DNR order as permission to withhold or withdraw other treatments, and studies reveal that patients with DNR orders are less likely to receive other types of life-sustaining care. Patients and families may worry that DNR implies abandonment of the patient or acceptance of death when in fact nearly half of all hospitalized patients with DNR orders survive to discharge. Local VA Medical Center (VAMC) policies use a variety of terms, including “DNR,” “Do Not Attempt Resuscitation (DNAR),” “No Emergency CPR,” and “No Code.” Consistent with national VA policy, this report uses the term “DNR.”
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The Difficulty of Defining Futility

It is extremely difficult to define the concept of “futility” in a medical context. The term “medical futility” refers to a physician’s determination that a therapy will be of no benefit to a patient, and therefore should not be prescribed. But physicians use a variety of methods to make these determinations and may not arrive at the same conclusions.

The “qualitative” approach to futility is based on an assumption that physicians should not be required to provide treatments to achieve objectives that are not worthwhile medical goals. For example, a physician may argue that it is futile to attempt resuscitation on a patient in a permanent vegetative state. This school of thought is most open to criticism from advocates of patient autonomy since it substitutes the view of the physician for that of the patient.

According to a “quantitative” approach to futility, a treatment is considered futile when there is a low (e.g., less than 1%) likelihood that the treatment will achieve its physiologic objective. For example, advocates of this approach have proposed that a treatment should be regarded as futile if it has been useless the last 100 times it was tried. Opponents attack the quantitative approach because it erroneously presumes that physicians can reliably estimate the probability of a treatment success, and also because patients might reasonably choose a very small chance of leaving the hospital alive – even one in one million – over a certain death. Though quantitative determinations of futility may seem objective, they are in fact value judgments. Whether or not doctors should be permitted to make such judgments unilaterally is subject to debate.

Medical Considerations

The likelihood of success of CPR depends on the cause of the arrest, as well as on the health status of the patient. Only a minority of hospitalized patients who receive CPR survive to discharge, and patients with certain diagnoses such as sepsis or acute stroke are much less likely to survive CPR.

Clinicians and patients frequently have misconceptions about how well CPR works. Studies demonstrate that clinicians have a difficult time discussing CPR success rates with patients, and that they are not very accurate at estimating survival. Patients may overestimate the probability of success of CPR, may not understand what CPR entails, and may be influenced by television programs that depict unrealistic success rates for CPR. The lack of understanding by clinicians and patients increases the likelihood of disagreement over whether CPR should be attempted.

Legal Considerations

Case law in the United States does not provide clear guidance on the issue of futility. Two of the most well known cases relating to futility are “Wanglie” and “Baby K.” The Wanglie case dealt with an 86-year old woman in a persistent vegetative state who was on a ventilator in an intensive care unit. Her physicians and the hospital went to court to have a guardian appointed, with the ultimate objective of having life support withdrawn. The court declined to address the question of futility and only held that her husband of more than 50 years was the best person to be her guardian. As a result, the impact of this decision on how other courts might rule in futility cases is limited.

The case of Baby K involved an infant with anencephaly who was unable to breathe on her own or to interact meaningfully with others. Her mother insisted that Baby K should have all medical treatment necessary to keep the child alive. The hospital went to court to obtain a ruling that it should not be required to provide artificial ventilation and other treatment when the child was sent to the hospital from the nursing home where she lived. The courts used a narrow reading of the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA), commonly known as the “anti-dumping statute,” to determine that the hospital had an obligation to provide necessary care.
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But like the *Wanglie* court, the *Baby K* court never directly addressed the question of whether it is justifiable to limit treatment on the basis of futility.

One case that comes close to providing guidance on this issue is *Gilgunn v. Massachusetts General Hospital*. In this case, a jury found that the hospital and attending physicians were not liable for discontinuing ventilator support and writing a DNR order on the basis of futility, against the wishes of Mrs. Gilgunn's daughter. However, because this was only a jury verdict and not a formal judicial opinion, it is difficult to clearly determine the nature of the precedent set by this case.

While the courts have provided no clear guidance regarding futility, several state legislatures have addressed the issue more directly. Maryland and Virginia both have statutes that exempt physicians from providing care that is “ineffective” or “inappropriate.” But these statutes also require physicians to comply with the wishes of the patient, and if there is disagreement, to seek to transfer the patient to another physician. Most significantly, 1999 Texas and California statutes outline processes whereby a physician may write a DNR order against the wishes of a patient or surrogate. These statutes will be discussed in more detail later in this report.

**Ethical Considerations**

Respect for patient autonomy is expressed in the obligation of physicians to obtain valid and informed consent to provide treatment except in some emergencies. There are three general requirements for a patient’s valid consent or refusal: the patient must be given the information he or she needs in order to make the decision; the patient must have the mental capacity to understand the decision; and the patient must be free from coercion. The information discussed with the patient should cover the treatment alternatives suitable for the patient’s problem, including the probabilities of desirable and undesirable outcomes. Once a patient has made a decision to consent to or refuse the treatment under consideration, the provider has an ethical obligation to abide by that decision.

When a patient lacks the capacity to make medical decisions, a surrogate is generally appointed to make decisions on the patient’s behalf. To the extent possible, the surrogate should base decisions on “substituted judgment” – knowledge of what the patient would have wanted under the current circumstances. If the patient’s preferences are unknown, the surrogate should base decisions on a “best interests” standard – what is in the patient’s overall best interests? Several court cases including the well-publicized Supreme Court decision in the *Cruzan* case have affirmed the legal and ethical right of patients and surrogates to refuse or discontinue medical treatment of any sort, including life-sustaining measures.

While autonomy is one of the cornerstones of medical ethics, it is necessarily limited by other competing values. Brody has written that the concept of professional integrity implies that physicians take on certain ethical obligations when they treat patients. He identifies four specific aspects of professional integrity that may justify physicians’ decisions to withhold futile treatments. First, the goals of medicine are to heal patients and reduce suffering; to offer treatments that will not achieve these goals subverts the purpose of medicine. Second, physicians are bound to high standards of scientific competence; offering ineffective treatments deviates from professional standards. Third, if physicians offer treatments that are ineffective, they risk becoming “quacks,” and losing public confidence. Finally, physicians are justified in risking harm to patients only when there is a reasonable chance of benefit; forcing physicians to inflict harmful procedures on patients makes them “agents of harm, not benefit.” Thus, the right of a patient to demand a treatment that is futile is limited by the need for physicians to provide care that meets high ethical, clinical and scientific standards.

Another competing value that places limits on autonomy is that of justice. Providing futile care to one patient may prevent another patient who needs care from obtaining it. To promote justice in
the allocation of health care resources, therefore, society should avoid using resources on
treatments that are known to be ineffective.

**The Trend toward a Procedural Approach to DNR and Futility**

Given the difficulties in defining futility, as well as the clinical, legal and ethical complexities
surrounding the problem, some ethicists have argued in favor of a “procedural” approach to
resolving futility questions. According to this approach, conflicts over DNR orders and medical
futility are resolved not through a policy that attempts to define futility in the abstract, but rather
through a predefined and fair process that addresses specific cases. In the years since the VA
Bioethics Committee recommended that facilities consider using a committee to help resolve
disputes over futility, a growing number of institutions and professional organizations have
formally adopted this approach.

In 1999, the Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs (CEJA) of the American Medical
Association concluded that “objectivity is unattainable” when defining futility, and that the best
approach is to implement a “fair process.”30 For CEJA, a fair process includes extensive
deliberation and consultation in an attempt to reach resolution, followed by efforts to transfer care
to a physician willing to comply with the patient’s wishes. If transfer cannot be accomplished, then
care can be withheld or withdrawn, even though “the legal ramifications of this course of action are
uncertain.”30 The CEJA report draws in large measure on the success of institutional policies such
as one published by a group of health care institutions in Houston.31 Additional organizations and
institutions have adopted similar policies within the past few years.32,33

At least one empirical study has examined the effects of a procedural approach to futility
applied to DNR orders. Casarett and Siegler retrospectively reviewed 31 ethics consultations
involving cases in which a physician wanted to write a DNR order against the family’s wishes.
Ethics consultants helped to resolve the disagreement in 17 of those cases, recommended no DNR
order in seven cases, and recommended that a DNR order be written despite the family’s wishes in
seven cases. Of the seven patients for whom a non-consensual DNR order was recommended, two
died before the order was written, four died after the order was written, and one was discharged to
hospice. The hospital was not sued in any of the cases reviewed. This study offers preliminary
evidence that a procedural approach to DNR and futility can assist in reducing conflict.

Two states have recently passed legislation that validates a procedural approach to resolving
futility cases. Texas and California enacted statutes in 1999 that permit health care institutions to
use futility or “medical ineffectiveness” as a reason for declining to comply with a patient or
surrogate’s health care instruction. Specifically, the Texas statute: 1) requires review of a physician’s
decision to withhold life-sustaining treatment on the basis of futility by “an ethics or medical
committee;” 2) gives the patient or surrogate the right to attend the committee meeting and to
obtain a written explanation of the committee’s findings; 3) states that transfer to another physician
or facility should be sought if the physician, patient or surrogate disagrees with the committee’s
findings; 4) stipulates that the patient is liable for any costs incurred in the transfer if it is requested
by the patient or surrogate; 5) permits the physician to write orders to withhold or withdraw life-
sustaining treatment if a transfer cannot be arranged within ten days; and 6) grants the patient the
right to go to court to extend the period of time to arrange for a transfer.34 The California statute is
similar in that it requires the provider or institution to: 1) inform the patient or surrogate of the
decision; 2) make efforts to transfer the patient to an institution that will comply with the patient’s
wishes and 3) provide continuing care until a transfer occurs or until “it appears that a transfer
cannot be accomplished.”35
Current VA Policy

Current national VA policy on DNR is expressed in a document entitled Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) Protocols within the Department of Veterans Affairs. Section 30.02c of this document states:

[I]n the exercise of the sound judgment of the licensed physician, instruction may appropriately be given not to institute resuscitation of a patient who has been [sic] experienced an arrest. Such cases would involve patients…for whom resuscitative efforts would be futile or useless. Protocols which are adopted under this chapter may permit the withholding of resuscitation in such cases.

However, Section 30.03b(2)(a) of the same document contains the following statement:

If a competent patient requests that a DNR order not be written, or instructs that resuscitative measures should be instituted, no DNR order shall be written.

Similarly, Section 30.03b(2)(b), which pertains to incompetent patients, states:

Should the patient’s representative object to entry of a DNR order, no such order will be written.

Although these paragraphs may seem contradictory, the intent of the policy is clear: VA physicians are not permitted to write a DNR order over the objection of the patient or surrogate, but they are permitted to withhold or discontinue CPR based on bedside clinical judgment at the time of cardiopulmonary arrest. Official interpretations at the national level by attorneys in the Office of General Counsel and staff of the National Center for Ethics have confirmed this reading.

VAMCs implement the national VA policy on a local level by adopting DNR policies that are consistent with (but not necessarily identical to) the national policy. A review of policies from 37 VAMCs revealed that most policies use language that closely mirrors the language of the national directive. Other facilities supplement this language by outlining a specific procedure to be followed in case of conflicts about DNR. For example, the policy of the Jerry L. Pettis VAMC in Loma Linda, Calif, states:

In those cases where there may be some doubt concerning the propriety of a DNR order or the accuracy of the patient’s diagnosis of prognosis, the patient’s case will be presented to the Medical Center’s Ethics Advisory Committee to resolve the conflict.35

Some VAMCs have gone even further by creating a detailed process for resolving DNR disputes. The policy of the VA Roseburg Healthcare System in Roseburg, Ore, allows that when there is a disagreement about DNR, patients and clinicians have access to a multi-step process that permits any involved party to:

1) Pursue discussions with all involved members of the healthcare team (possibly including inpatient and outpatient health care providers) and with the patient or the patient’s surrogate or family.
2) Consult with the procedural approach to patient or surrogate requests for withholding life-sustaining treatment procedures as outlined in Attachment A [a table describing how to approach DNR requests].
3) If the issue cannot be resolved due to confusion or lack of knowledge, a consultation may be obtained from an appropriate source (e.g., medical specialist, clinical nurse specialist, social worker, chaplain, psychologist, or family member).
4) If the issue cannot be resolved due to conflict, a second opinion may be sought from a like party (e.g., another physician if the primary physician is in conflict with the patient).
5) If a conflict exists and a life-threatening event occurs before its resolution, health care providers should continue to provide treatment.
6) Convene a conference of all involved parties in the case.
7) Consult the VA Roseburg Healthcare System Ethics Committee.
8) Request the Chief of Staff to help resolve a confusing or contentious issue. This option can be used in lieu of an Ethics Committee consultation if the need for a decision is urgent or if confusion or conflict about a course of action continues to exist after Ethics Committee consultation.36
The policies of several other VAMCs describe similar procedural approaches to futility. These policies tend to emphasize the importance of communication between all involved parties, access to consultation from medical experts, involvement of the local Ethics Advisory Committee, and the option of transferring care to another clinician or facility if agreement cannot be reached between patient or surrogate and the care team. Procedural approaches recognize that when a pre-established, fair process is applied in cases of disagreement, consensus often results. Despite the variations in language, all VAMC policies reviewed appear to be consistent with the current official interpretation of national VHA policy that physicians may not write a DNR order over the objection of a patient and/or family.

**Recommendations**

The NEC affirms the value of a procedural approach to resolving disputes over DNR orders based on medical futility, and recommends the following:

1) Situations in which the physician believes that resuscitation is futile should be handled on a case by case basis through a predefined process that includes multiple safeguards to assure that patients’ rights are fully protected, as detailed below.

2) Through a discussion with the patient or appropriate surrogate decision-maker, the physician should ascertain (to the extent possible) the patient’s expressed or inferred wishes, focusing on the goals of care from the patient’s perspective. For example, a patient who is imminently dying may want to be resuscitated in order to survive to see a relative arrive from out of town. Any determination that CPR is futile must be based on the physician’s medical judgment that CPR cannot be reasonably expected to achieve the patient’s goals.

3) The physician must thoroughly explain to the patient or surrogate the reasons for the medical futility determination and document this discussion in the medical record.

4) If the patient or surrogate disagrees with the DNR order, the physician must convene a meeting involving members of the health care team and the patient or surrogate. At this meeting the reason for the disagreement must be thoroughly explored and discussed with the purpose of resolving the dispute. This discussion must be carefully documented in the medical record.

5) If the physician wishes to enter a DNR order despite the objection of the patient or surrogate, the physician must initiate and participate in a formal review process. If the patient suffers cardiopulmonary arrest before this process is completed, resuscitation must be attempted.

6) At a minimum, the review process should include the following steps:

   a) To assure that the medical futility determination is sound, a second physician must concur with the primary physician’s medical futility determination and document the concurrence in the medical record.

   b) An individual or group designated by the facility (such as an Ethics Advisory Committee) must (1) discuss the situation with the involved parties in an attempt to reach a resolution and (2) make a formal recommendation on the case.

   c) The patient or surrogate must be informed of the plan to enter the DNR order and the physician must offer to assist in the process of having the patient transferred to another
physician or clinical site. Patients or their surrogates should have a reasonable time to seek transfer or court intervention before the order is written.

d) Entering a DNR order over the objection of a patient or surrogate should be reserved for exceptionally rare and extreme circumstances after thorough attempts to settle or successfully appeal disagreements have been tried and failed. In all such cases, the Chief of Staff or a designee must authorize action on behalf of the institution.

e) Legal Counsel should be informed of and involved in all cases in which conflicts over DNR orders cannot be resolved.

The NEC also recommends that national policy be changed to reflect the opinions expressed in this report.

Conclusion

A growing number of national organizations and healthcare institutions have endorsed procedural approaches to futility conflicts. The NEC agrees that conflicts over DNR orders and medical futility should be resolved through a defined process that addresses specific cases rather than through a policy that attempts to define futility in the abstract. The dispute resolution process should include multiple safeguards to make certain that physicians do not misuse their professional prerogatives. Specifically, the process should affirm the right of the patient or surrogate to determine the goals of care; promote ongoing discussion; include medical input from other clinicians and advice from an Ethics Advisory Committee or other facility-designated consultant; and provide opportunities for the patient or surrogate to seek court intervention or transfer to another facility. Only after such a process is complete would it ever be permissible to write a DNR order despite patient or surrogate dissent. Current national VA policy does not permit physicians to enter DNR orders over the objections of patients or surrogates, even when a physician believes that CPR is futile. This report’s recommendations in no way change or transcend current national VA policy on DNR. The NEC does, however, recommend that national policy be changed to reflect the opinions expressed in this report.
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